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Executive Summary

500,000 VIEWS MAKES BIG NEWS FOR VW & QHUBEKA

Working with the Qhubeka bikes project, Volkswagen South Africa made a major contribution 
to the education of over 1 000 rural schoolchildren. But they were not the first to take part in 
this programme and the media world is overwhelmed with “company does good” 
messages which never achieve penetration. OPR’s strategic solution to gain exposure was to 
stake everything on video, both for views and as the prime vehicle for spreading the word to 
traditional media. The result was in excess of half a million YouTube views for our videos and 
over R420, 000 in Twitter exposure through carefully selected influencers.

Statement of opportunity / problem:

The social problem to be tackled was that nearly 500 000 learners in SA walk more than an 
hour or up to 6km one way to school each day. 

The Qhubeka bikes programme addresses this issue by providing some of those kids with 
robust new bicycles to radically shorten their commuting and allow them more time and 
energy for their studies. They also establish bike maintenance programmes in the communities 
receiving donations. Volkswagen SA was happy to come on board with Qhubeka and to 
support the delivery of 1,100 branded bikes to 20 schools in rural KZN and Eastern Cape 
and to back that with a book and stationary donation drive.

Their primary motivation was to make a difference but they wanted exposure both for their 
efforts and the issue. 

This represented a tough challenge for many reasons;
 • Other big brands had done similar projects with Qhubeka in the past, notably 
 Coca-Cola, MTN and Samsung, and gained some media exposure meaning there was no  
 novelty factor.
 • The initial donation phases of this VWSA project had already been promoted to media  
 and we were only engaging for the fourth and final handover.
 • The handover was in the rural Eastern Cape - 3 hours’ drive from any mainstream 
 media office.



Research

We examined all the research that Qhubeka had done on the specific rural education issue and 
looked at all previous media coverage that Qhubeka’s projects had received in the past. We 
reviewed other recent CSI-connected coverage that companies were receiving and assessed 
what had got traction and, more importantly, what had delivered any substantive impact.

We also contacted some newsrooms to test their appetite for the story and to see if anyone 
was prepared to commit crews or reporters, at our client’s expense, to the lengthy process of 
attending the handover in the far Nkonkobe district in the Eastern Cape. Unsurprisingly they 
politely suggested that the story lacked value for them. 

We then set out to break down the project and all its elements to determine what we had that 
could be amplified and in what channels. 

Assessing the photos from the first phases of the programme we realised how visual the 
entire process was. Hundreds of identical blue bikes together is an impressive sight. Hundreds 
of school kids together is a noisy, happy spectacle and the mountainous setting was simply 
breath-taking. 

If we could create a different kind of video and invest in its promotion, we could achieve far 
broader reach and engagement for the brand than almost any traditional placement. As part of 
our revert to client we insisted that a drone be used for some “hero shots” of the bikes and of 
kids riding them along muddy roads into majestic mountains. We had the shotlist in mind and 
worked back from there. 

We also assessed which celebrities we could partner with to generate excitement on the 
ground and to use their personal social media reach for amplification. 

Planning

The brief was to achieve as much exposure as possible for the handover. After we advised 
client to invest almost entirely in video coverage and a celebrity attendee our targets were 
never formalised but our client was after an emotive video that would tell a great story and 
would break through the clutter of what existed online.  

Our primary channels were YouTube, Facebook and Twitter with traditional print and online 
coverage primarily targeted from Eastern Cape and KZN media. 

Our primary chosen celebrity as brand ambassador was TV and radio presenter Pearl Thusi. 
She had a Twitter following of over 571 000 and Instagram following of over 557 000. 



We also used Chef Benny Masekwameng who was a brand ambassador at the time. Benny has 
over 5000 Twitter and Instagram followers. 

We told two video stories – one from the final handover and one from a follow-up event at a 
different location which focused on individual lives and the transformative effect of these bikes. 
Turned around within a limited budget, the shoots included drone footage edited and posted 
online almost straight after the events.

Once each video was edited and approved, they were seeded to media with the press release 
as well as uploaded to the Volkswagen social media properties and promoted to achieve
greater reach. 

At both events we live tweeted and capitalized on the VWSA social media platforms to create 
real-time awareness. We took advantage of brand ambassador Pearl Thusi’s social credibility. 
She was also hugely popular with the kids. 

In the drive towards the second follow-up event we enlisted the help of a select number of KZN 
Dealerships to get involved and run a stationery and book drive for items to be donated to the 
bike recipients. 

As the campaign progressed we looked at ways of sustaining the awareness and enlisted the 
help of select influencers like Bonnie Mbuli, Carl Wastie and Claire Mawisa. We shared the video 
with them and urged them to use their influence to drive awareness around the cause by 
seeding the video to their audiences. 

The main difficulties and consequent adjustments to the campaign came because of the 
remote location and unreliable timing with the arrival of VIPs. The onsite team (especially the 
video crew) had to make constant adjustments to their logistics and the timing of releases.



Evaluation

The campaign achieved over R350 000 AVE (1:1) in traditional PR coverage, 322 online 
mentions over the handovers, an online AVE of R1 443 621 (1:1) and celebrity tweets valued 
at over R420 000. 

The two emotive and engaging videos were promoted via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and 
YouTube and achieved the staggering combined views on social media of 507 488. 
This was a reflection of their high quality and emotional engagement. 



We gained serious social traction on Twitter with celebrity tweets through the use of brand 
ambassadors Pearl Thusi and Benni Masekwameng and influencers like Bonnie Mbuli, Carl 
Wastie, Claire Mawisa. Sasha Martinengo, Ryan O’Connor, Vanessa (Haywood) Sandes, 
Simphiwe Dana, Nomzamo, Zola Hashatsi, Lerato Tshabalala, Natasha Nadesan 
and Mark Boucher.



Traditional media coverage was secondary to the plan but targeting of Eastern Cape media for 
the first event and KZN media for the second one produced good results with over R350k 
in coverage. 



SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Campaign videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DC2LnaVYm0&index=3&list=PLtF1SnI9iDCHJ6PGUHS_
WN3_79oGqMNBJ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rHeJ6VDkg0&index=1&list=PLtF1SnI9iDCHJ6PGUHS_
WN3_79oGqMNBJ


